
Guardian Angel III pink - pistol grip
https://www.simac.fr/en/produit-1834-Guardian-Angel-III-pink-pistol-grip

SKU Designation French Law Shots Length (cm) Height (cm) Weight (g) Thickness (cm) Colors MSRP

GA510R Guardian Angel Pink Vente libre 2  12  8.5  120  2.5  Pink  49.00 € incl. tax

Personal Defense: Be free to no longer be afraid!
The simple and ultra-effective defense solution: instinctive use, ultra-quick handling

2 separate shots, by 2 repeated presses of the trigger.
8 times faster than a classic tear gas spray: Liquid projection at 180 km/h
Usable up to 4 meters
Immediate and total effectiveness for 15 to 30 minutes.
No risk of loss of pressure: the liquid is propelled by a pyrotechnic charge.
Integrated mounting clip
On sale over the counter from 18 years old
Not rechargeable

2 hours of effects, 5 minutes of total neutralization, 1 second when everything is at stake!

Your personal Guardian Angel! With your Guardian Angel, you are safe everywhere, all the time and
throughout your journey.

GUARDIAN ANGEL® IS ALWAYS BY YOUR SIDE IF YOU NEED IT
Enjoy your life to the fullest. Don't worry unnecessarily about the unexpected. Focus on the truly important
things in life. The lightweight and compact Guardian Angel® will be a loyal companion to have in every
emergency situation, close at hand and ready to use.

COMPACT RELIABILITY FOR EVERY SITUATION
Even if you are led to take on new adventures, with the Guardian Angel® at your side you are no longer left
to your own devices.

ERGONOMIC: The Guardian Angel® can easily be handled safely by inexperienced individuals.
COMPACT DESIGN: Smart, compact and well thought out, your Guardian Angel® is discreet and can
be worn anywhere.
QUICKLY OPERATIONAL: If necessary, your Guardian Angel® is always at hand so that you don't
have a second to lose when it's essential.

https://www.simac.fr/en/produit-1834-Guardian-Angel-III-pink-pistol-grip


EXTREME TEMPERATURE RESISTANT: Your Guardian Angel® will perform efficiently even in
extreme cold or heat.
INDEPENDENT OF WEATHER CONDITIONS: Thanks to its patented pyrotechnic projection
system, you can use the Guardian Angel® despite wind and rain.
NO LOSS OF PRESSURE: Unlike pepper spray, the Guardian Angel® stands unerringly by your side.
+ PRECISION: Open sight with rear sight and front sight
HANDLING: The miniaturized handle further improves the general ergonomics of the device

ACTIVE SUBSTANCE PIEXOL
Our unique, highly concentrated substance is extracted from a Tabasco base and is among the most potent on
the chili pepper strength scale. The special consistency of Piexol ensures maximum safety in any weather
conditions.

PERFECT IN EVERY DETAIL

Dimensions: 120 x 25 x 85 mm
Weight: 120g
Range: 4 m
Safety distance: 0.5 m
Active ingredient: Piexol 400kS
Jet speed at 1 meter: 50 m/s (180 km/h)
Operating temperature: - 20 C° to + 80 C°
Trigger weight: 3 kg

 

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


